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Monday, April29, 1974

Senators Hear
PEC Complaints
By ORLANDO MEDINA
Of The Lobo Staff

An informal meeting of
ASUNM senators Friday heard
c:o'mplainh concerning the
appointment of Steve Schroeder
as chairman of the Popular
Entertainment Committee.
The meeting was set up to air
allegations made against
Schroeder's qualifications at the
Wednesday meeting of the senate.
The attack on Schroeder's
qualifications came primarily
from members of the PEC and
Sen. Louis Tempkin.
Noel Gordon, a member of the
PEC, said he felt Schroeder was
unqualified and inexperienced for
the chairmanship.
"At every concert, every time
since Steve ran," he said, "I
suggested he (Schroeder) appear
at concerts to learn, to get to
know how to handle it. I don't
believe he · has done so. Of the
thl'f;!e PEC memben who applied
for~ the chair, he is the moat
inexper,ienced. I believe this

Residents Meet
With2Deans

presidential appointment to be
absurd."
Schroeder said, "the function
of the PEC members is to vote yes
or no on groups. Any other
functions were on the whim of
the chairman. I have been to all
the concerts. I was asked not be
be at a few concerts by Janice
(Michael} and Paul Richardson
(past .chairman of PEC) who said
no help was needed."
Linda Linefield, a member of
PEC, said Schroeder was not
working at the concerts he
attended.
"I've never seen Steve
backstage at the concerts. The Yes
concert was the worst goddamned
fucking mesa I've seen. The Deep
Purple concett was a goddamned
zoo. I don't think Steve could
have handled the decisions that
had to be made," she said.
Judy Wall, a student who works
in the business office, said she had
never seen Schroeder in the
busine11 office.
(Continued on paJe

2)

By GEORGE JOHNSON
Lobo News Editor

Presidential appointee to
the Popular Entertainment
Committee, Steve Schroeder,
has come under a lot of
criticims lately. "Of the three
PEC members who applied
for the chair, he is the mo"
inexperienced," a member of
the PEC said.

About 150 dormitory residents
met with Assistant Deans of
Housing Mary Morell and Linda
Friedman Thursday night to
protest the firing of a Hokona
advisor, the replacement of several
other advisors and a "tack of
communication" and
"inconsistencies" in the housing
office administration.
Morell and Friedman refused to
discuss the reasons why specific
advisors were fired or not'allowed
to return because it would
"violate a trust of confidentiality
between employers and
employees." This caused repeated
outbursts by the majority of those
present.
The sentiment of the majority
was against Morell and Friedman.
Friedman introduced herself
as "the other witch," and w~ met
with laughter.
As a result of the meeting
Morell and Friedman agreed to
post minutes of the hou~ing

committee meetings and improve
communication next year.
Morell was criticized for not
seeking input on the building. of
the recreation fields across from
Hokona and in raising the rates at
Laguna·DeVargas Hall.
After Morell and Friedman left,
about fifty residents met to
discuss possible group action. A
demonstration and sending letters
to UNM President Ferrel Heady
and Vice President for Student
Affairs Harold Lavender were
discussed, though nothing was
decided.
In reference to the Hokona
advisor who was fired for
cohabitation with another advisor,
Morell said there was ''a difficulty
in the employment situation."
"We don't mean to make moral
decision," Morell said. ''In this
case the advisor made a decision
to violate an agreement."
The other advisor was put on
probation.
Neither Morell nor Friedman
(Continued on paJe 2)

Professor, Young Coach Get Equal Salaries
By ALLAN BREESE
Of The Lobo Staff

A new young assistant football
coach in his first job, and an
experienced assistant professor of
pathology recently had their
contracts approved by the UNM
Board of Regents at
approximately the same salary.
The coach, .James Andenon, a
25-year·old graduate of the
University of Nebraska, was
signed, at a salary of $19,350 for
13 months. This works out to an
annual salary of $17,862, or
$1488 per month.
Andenon has a Bachelor of
Science degree in math from
Nebraska, and his Jut job wu u a
paduate •istant in the Nebraska
football program.
On the same agenda, the
~egenta also approwd the eontraet

of the new aaaistant professor of
pathology, Dr. Philip J, Garry. at
a salary that will work out to
approximately $18,320 per year.
This will be a monthly salary of
about $1526.
Dr. Garry has a Phd in
nutritional biochemistry, and has
extensive experience as an
instructor at Ohio State
University.
When asked to explain what the
university's priorities were in
hiring the two men for very close
to equal salaries, President Ferrel
Heady said the two men were paid
the '~~going salaries tor those
positions.". He said the salaries
w ere p aid a c c or d i n g to
recommendations of the heads of
the warioua departments, and in
deepint with ..laries at other
institutions.

John Perovich, vic-., president
for Budget and Finance, sajd he
had no responsibility for
determining salaries.
"I'm just here to make sure
that we have enough money to
pay everyone and make the books
balance. I· don't even interview
anybody,., he said.
Athie tic Director Lavon
McDonald said he got together
with President Heady, Vice
President Perovich, and Coach Bill
Mondt to determine the amount
to be spent on assistant coaches.
uwe .try to come up with a
reasonable figure in comparison to
what other universities pay,"
McDonald said.
' Mondt said he was llSaigned a
certain amount of money to
spend on assistant coaches, and he
"tried to spread it around

evenly." He said he hired his
coaches, and if ••they didn't like
the salary I offered, they could go
somewhere else."
When Anderson was asked
about his salaey, he said that
Coach Mondt came to him to hire
him, and he accepted his offer.
Anderson said he thought his
salary was 14 a pretty good deal."
L. M. Napolitano, the dean of
the medical school, said the two
salaries were a "reRection of the
real world." He said "sometimes
in the real world, salaries aren't as
fair as they should be. The
universities are no different in this

respect."
When asked what value Garry
would bring to the Univen;ity, Dr.
Napolitano replied that Garry had
a great deal of experience in the
field of nutrition, and would

benefit not only the university,
the whole state of New
Mexico, Napolitano said Garry
was hired at a higher than normal
level because of his uunique
background."
Dr. Garry said he did not care
to comment on the question of
his salary, but said he was "happy
to be here."
Many professors and assistant
professors at UNM make less than ·
either of these men. Dr. Richard
Tomasson, a full professor of
sociology, a Phd, and a former
department head, whose annual
salary is $19,550 said he thought
the 2!ituation was "shocking."
"This really shows what people
around here feel is important,"
Tomasson said. "I think it's
perfectly scandalous."
lut

PIRG Answers Anamosa

770 Elect Interim Board

Barely till enough to reach a microphone, Bernadette
Devlin has been described as "looking like 1 defiant child in
need of sl•p and on the verge of tean." Having been jailed
for inciting to riot, having been elected to and serving in her
country's legislature, having lectured to tens of thousands
of coll191 students, Ms. Devlin is no child. She will speak
here in the sua Ballroom tomorrow at 8 p.m.

Eleven UNM students were ccover·petitioned" and not
elected to the New Mexico Public wanting to sign anything.
NMPIRG has 7700 signatures
Interest Research Group Interim
Board of Directors in elections on petitions supporting a
mandatory but refundable
held Thursday and Friday.
Although only . 770 students two·dollar a semester fee.
Anamosa said he is a member
voted, Chris Perry, a spokesman
for NMPlRG, said that he doubted of the Young . Americans for
the campaign by . the Committee Freedom, a right·wing activist
Against Student Exploitation had group that is opposing PIRG's.
He said YAF was very
much effect.
11
1 don't think CASE is very anti• PIRG because of the funding
·method and because of its intents.
~epresentative,u Perry said.
PIRG intends to research
John Anamosa, who organized
CASE, told the LOBO that there consumer and environmental
are eight members in his problems and publicize findings.
If the board of directors deems
ortanization. He has been
petitioning against NMPIRG's it necessary, findings could lead to
litigation and lobbying for
proposed funding plan.
He said "several hundred governmental controls.
'*A PIRG in Michigan managed
stu dents" have signed his
to get legislation paued making
petitions.
"It's not nearly as many as PIRG requirements for transporting
has," Anamosa said. He attributed radioactive waste more stringent,"
this to students be.ing Perry said.

"PIRG's operations lead to
witch hunts,,. Anamosa said. He
said the only way PIRG'~; can
E!ffect change is by Jobbying for
·
regulations.
"This leads to increased
controls, . taxes, economic
problems and cost of living,•• he
said.
Perry questioned Anamosa's
object (in Friday's LOBO) to
students funding a group that also
benefits the community.
"Since the 60's students have
been in the forefront of social
problems. Students are having to
deal with real problems," he said.
Those elected, in order of votes
received, were: Ed. Coles, Kathy
Taylor, John Adler, Kenneth
Schultz, Wayne Lloyd, Rita
Jaramillo, .Fran Hogan, Gregory
Cowan, John Liebendorfer, Chris
Perry and Jeanette Hohnstein. .

...

Residents Meet With Morell, Frie·dman. • •

(continued from page 1)

would comment specifically on
the advisol'S.
"This would violate a trust
between us and .the advisors,"
Morell said.
Several residents said the fired
advisor had told them of the
situation already, they felt the
dismissal was unfair.
"What is cohabitation?" - the
resident who conducted the
meeting asked. "Our contracts say
we can have vi&itors of the
opposite sex in our rooms only
during visitation hours.
"But we have 24-hour
visitation," she said.
Morell said New Mexico state
law defines cohabitation as "a
man living with a woman not his
wife as his wife." She said she
called the Albuquerque Police
.Department last fall and they said
that cohabitation is "spending one
night under the same roof."
She said that next year's
contracts would be more specific.
Another resident protested that
the rule had not been enforced
before and the advisor involved
did not know she was violating
the rule.
"She obviously didn't know the
rule," the resident said. "Mary
Morell found out about the

situation because (the advisor who
was fired) told her.
"She (the advisor who was
fired) told us (the residents on the
advisor's floor) that if she had
been aware of the rule she would
not have broken it."
• • The advisor told us
everything," another resident said
"and we think this is unfair. She
didn't know the rule or she
wouldn't have told Morell. She
gave hel'&Cif away."
Morell admitted that residents
and advisrors had not been
adequately informed of the rule.
She said communication would
improve next year.
"Why can't you change your
decision then-say you made a
mistake and will start over again
next year?" a resident asked.
Friedman said they could not
do that because of information
the residents did not have
and-because of confidentialitywould not be able to get.
"(The advisor) was liked and
respected," one woman said. "If
we needed help at two in the
morning she was there. When she
wasn't there she left a note on her
door with a number where she
could be reached."
"A very good pel'Son and an
excellent advisor is gone. We want

to know why," another woman
asked.
.
Morell said she could not
comment in detail because it
would violate a trust between her
and an advisor.
Neither she nor Friedman
would comment on why the other
advisor was put on probation
except to say that cases had to be
judged on individual basis.
Laguna·DeVargas president
Rusty Fisher said he thol!ght the
question was w!tether Morell and
Friedman were letting their
emotions affect such subjective
decisions.
"We had a good tloor," a
resident said. "We had the second
highest academic average. There
Was no vandalism, glass on the
flool'S, firecrackers or fetal pigs
hanging from the windows," she
said referring to third floor
Ho ko na· Zia-known as Tri·Zia
Wasteland-where tiles were
pulled from ceilings and glass in
the telephone booth was broken
last semester.
"Why was (our advisor) fired?
If you can't be specific, what is
the point?" the resident asked.
In other discussions Morell and
Friedman said some advisol'S were
not allowed to return after two
years while othel'S were because of

by Garry Trudeau
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what Friedman call11d "th11 discuss the fired advisor's
, sit\lation in a private meeting with
burnout concept."
One advisor who learned this the women on the advisor's
semester that she will not be able floor-even if the advisor gave her
to return agreed that advisors permission.
l"riedman said that would be
become burned out.
"I don't think an advisor is like someone telling them to do
burned out when the students are something they felt was wrong.
· hi$ primary concern," Fisher said
In reference to the apparent
referring to an advisor who will lack of student input in building
not be rehired because he was the recreation courts and closing
"over-counseling."
the Lag\lna-DeVargas desk Morell
The advisor said this meant that said .communication would
he counseled residents instead of improve.
enforcing rules.
She said dormitory government
Fisher asked why was aware of the recreational co,urt
Laguna·DeVargas Head Resident situation and that
John Peterson was "pressured out Laguna-DeVargas rates were
when he was doing such a good increased by a decison of the
job."
housing committee.
·
Morell said she had decided to
The courts are being built with
discontinue the use of married money collected from refrigerator
he ad residents because of rentals. Fisher said when students
complaints of unavailability.
rented the refrigerators they were
She said another married head told the money was intended for a
resident, Steve Wachs, would not landscaping fund.
be allowed to return either.
Morell said this semester was no
Fisher said when they fired exception and there was always a
someone they had to have enough problem. in interpreting what
evidence to hold up the action in decisions will be important
court and to superiors.
enough to students to ask for
"I will not sit in an open student input.
meeting with people I don't know
Morell told what she looks for
from anybody and discuss in hiring student.advisor: concern
confidential mattel'S," Morell said. for people, ability to live within
She said she would also not certain expectations, enough
intelligence to keep ahead of the
average freshman, sense of humor,
awareness and toleration for
human error." ·
She said she did not attend
dormitory government meetings
because she said she felt
unwelcome.
In a meeting of the housing
committee Thursday afternoon, a
motion was passed to keep the
Laguna·DeVargas desk open and
look for ways to fund it.
Morell had planned to close the
desk to save money and move it
to Santa Clara Hall.
Fifteen Laguna·DeVargas
residents attended the meeting.
Details will be in tomorrow's
't.t.
't ,
LOBO•.
.·
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"~ ....,.,.~ John Gardner, founder and
chairman of Common Cause, will
speak in the Ballroom of the SUB
this evening at 5:30p.m. His topic
Will be Integrity in Politics-How
to Rebuild Pride in
Self-Government. Admission· is

~.

S.enators Hear Complaints

• • •

(continued from page 1)

information," he said. "This funds and attendance at seminal'S
Schroeder said he had been in meeting isn't going to help me on and workshops, but the meetings
the office researching some of the my senate vote Wednesday. All stopped again when the senate
candidates here (for the PEC) and candidates realized nothing
financial aspects in PEC.
Mike Wolfe, manager of except one are operating from was being accomplished.
Any actual decisions
KUNM, objected to the ego."
The meeting was halted concerning the confirmation of
discussions in the meeting
because, "I'm opposed to a temporarily wh!n the PEC Schroeder wiD be reached at the
personal roast. You are using membel'S conferred to see if there Presidential Appointments
Schroeder to shoot from.'' He said. was a PEC meeting that day.
Committee meeting tomorrow
he felt ·the meeting was not
More discussion followed and at the senate meeting
dealing with Schroeder's concerning alleged misuse of Wednesday.
qualifications, but problems in the
committee itself.
NOW IN ~TOUCHSTONE PAPERBACK
Sen. Damon Tobias said he was
leaving the meeting because he
felt he was not being informed.
"I haven't gotten enough

,
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THE PAPER CHASE"
Directed by James Bridges
(Guild Theater/$1.75; $1.50
~
students & military)
,e. "Paper Chase" is a movie about
·; Harvard Law School. As everyone
~ knows, Harvard is the playing
.§ field from which comes the
~ sophomoric leaders,hip of our
~ nation. If you are interested in
· how m\lch masochism goes into
~ making a self-gratulating Wall
Z Street lawyer, or how competition
<ff breeds callousness when the chips
§:, are momentarily high, then go see
£ this film.
There are only two possible
reasons I can think of for
someone to take this film in. The
first i~> to see John Houseman's
Academy Award·winning
performance as the professor
whose paternal intimidation in the
classroom he euphemistically
terms the "socratic method."
The only other motive I can
think of for anyone to take this
film in is if they are a law student.
One can relive the vicarious thrill
of seeing those famous cases in
torts and contracts reappear in a
more prestigious classroom.
The love story between the law
school freshman (Timothy
Bottoms) and the professor's
daughter is the corniest hogwash
since "Love Story." Everybody in
the movie outshines Bottoms
whose acting ability belongs in a
Zales commercial.
The best part of the movie is
the ending, but it is so unrealistic

••••• *

Happy birthday: Zubin
• Metha, Klaus Voorman, •
., Tommy James, Rod MeKuen, •
., AprH Stevens; Duke •
Ellington, Lonnie Donegan.

.......

considering the torment that
precedes the ease with which the
conclusion is carried out, one
leaves the threater feeling cheated.

author of The Forest People

"An anthropological shocker
.. .frightening in its implications
tor us aii."-Robert Ardrey,

Saturday Review
$2.95 • A Touchstone Book
Published by SIMON AND SCHUSTER ·

•

Diane Pepe
Sue
Hettmanspm·ger
IS11n. 1-5
Mon.·Fri. 11-4

enjoyable, but it's great to have
some choice such as with
"Fantastic Planet" to the Disney
animation monopoly .•.. One of
the finest films ever made is
certainly worth seeing again:
catch "The Godfather" at Don
Pancho's, for only a buck fifty
this time. That's an offer you
can't refuse ..• , Ignore the
badmouthing "The Great Gatsby"
(at the Mall) has been getting
from the Big Critics: both the
Journal's Scott Beaven and I like
it and told why in extensive
reviews. Judith Who? ... "Blazing
Saddles" at the Fox is a roar-be
prepared to la\lgh till it
hurts.... Or maybe you're the
All-American type who would
find John Wayne as an illegal cop
who totes an illegal machine gun
in the name of law and order just
your style: "MCQ," at Eastdale
Theater,
Lillt!Mnim•l.ofH>It•rs

1-'n•tJJ St•11foud
f'rt•sh ~·ml.t'n S••o~ruml

Whuh•Si!h•· Rt·t~lll

SPAIN
STUDY IN June
17-July 25
UNM Credit (3-9 hrs)

The University of New
Me)(ico is sponsoring a sum·
mer session in Madrid, Spain
this summer.
Courses offNed an• Iberian
Hi~tory to 1700, Spanish Civilization, History of Spanish
Overseas
Expansion,
Advanced
Composition
and
Conversation, Undl~rgraduate
Rl•adings, and Gradual!• J>rob·
Iems.
A prefererire is granted
UNM Students but any student may apply. Applkants

must know Spanish. Normally,
four semesters of college level
Spanish or nativeability are
considered necessary for successful participation.
A suggested total budget of
$1000 includes $1'15 tuition,
plus travel, room dnd board.
The figure will vary with indi·
vidual preferences in transpor·
tat ion, lodging, etc.
Interested pe1·sons should
conlad the office of lnterna·
tional Programs and Services
on campus at1717 Roma NE.

Tuesday, April 30th
Hu~niliation, Fasting and Prayer

for COUNCILLOR

u,, then. to humhlc <lUr,cl•c' her<1rc the oll'cndcd Ptl\\cr. hl conic" our national ,;n,, ami to
pray Ji1r clemency and thrgivcnc''·
Now. thcrcfMc •.. I do by thi' my proclamation de,igolatc and set apart the thitlicth day
of April. I863. a' a day of national humiliation. lil\tll1g. and prayer: and hcrehy requc't ;I lithe
pct!ple to ab,tain on that day from their ordiowry wcular pur•uit' <lnU to unite in their 'cveral
place' nf puhlic Wt>l'\hip and their rc,pcctive home,, and dcmtc them,clve' to the humble
dhchargc t>f the rcligiou' dutie' proper to that "!lcmn occa,ion.
All thh being done in 'inccrity and truth. let u' then rc't humbly in the hope authorized by
the Divine Teachings. that the united cry of the n:Hiun will he heard on high and an•wercd
with hlc,,ing• no le" than the pardnn of tlltr national 'in• and the rc.,toration of our country
to it' former happy condition of unity :111d pcucc.
A. l.in<'olll

"I would suggest that April 30, 1914 he chmcn for the day. which would coincide with
the same date when President Lincoln i•sucd hi~ hi~tllric proclamJtion. Our government
and other instilutiotls
our sudety wnuld all cca'c busine•s as usual. as I cnvi~ion it. ",
that we would be free In consider actions appropriate to a lirnc that would 'ymboliLc
national repentance.
·
So it is with this hope that I commend to the Senate thh resolution calling for a day of
"llumili<uimt, fitstiiiR ami Pl'<l,l'<!l'" in our land f(H April 30. 1974. Senator Mark Hmlicld.
Oregon.

DISTRICT 4

,,r

Controlled Growth
Bikeway Construction

"A beautiful and terrifying book
of a people that have become
monstrous beyond belief."
-Margaret Mead, Newsday

'

MASTERS
SHOW

****

**FILMCLIPS**-What's going
on ~ere? The Lobo Theater hangs
on to "American Graffiti" longer
than I hung on to m:v baby teeth,
then starts playing some good
movies like "Jimi Hendrix" and
"Fantastic Planet" but keeps
them only a week, I've heard
several people say they had just
found out about "Hendrix" and
decided to go, then picked up the
paper to find it was already gone.
(I'm in trouble with several
friends because I passed on to
them the information the theater
gave me, that "Jimi Hendrix"
would probably play three
weeks.) At any rate, "Fantastic
Planet: : is worth seeing and/or
taking kids to see, so get
going-you've got only today and
tomorrow. It's generally a nice
piece of science fiction, brought
to the screen in animation (a
French-Czech collaboration).
Human beings (ohms) are the pets
on this planet, and it's an effective
device for pointing up human
foibles by letting red·eyes blue
giants (drogs) commit the
transgressions against helpless
people pets-it really hits ohm.
There are only a few laughs, good
ones, but they seem intentionally
placed and spaced for
effectiveness, It is a children's
movie, but in the tradition of
"Yellow Submarine": kids with
freaks for parents should drag the
old ones along. They'll dig
it .••• There's not much else new
playing. For kids that want their
cartoons sugar·coated (no old
women with sagging breasts for
Disney!), 'Cinderella" is at the
Cinema View. It's good, still

PAUL JULIANO

by Colin M. Turnbull

r

By KARL VERA

"Inasmuch as we know that by His divine law Nations. like individuals arc \Uhjected to
punishment and cha,tiscmcnts in this world. may we not justly fear that the awful calamity of
cruel war which now desolates the land may be but a punishment innictetl upon us for our
presumptious sins to the needful end of our national reformation a'> a whole people? Wc>ha>e
been the recipients of the choicest bounties of hea\·en: we have been preserved the;c many
years in peace and prosperity: we have grown in number. wealth. and power as nu other
nation has ever grown, bill we iltll'eforgo/le/1 God!
.
We have forgotten the gmcious Hand which preserved us in peace and muhiplicd and
enriched and strengthened us. a9d we have vainly imagined, in the deceitfulness of our hearts.
that all these blessings were produced by some superior wisdom and virture of our own.
Intoxicated with unbroken success. we have become too self-sufficient lo feel the neccs'>ily
of redeeming and preserving grace. too proud to pray to the God who made us. II hchoovc'

Candidates Day

New Mexico.

",§

,;

Hatfield Resolution

THE

ASUNM will sponsor a
Candidates Day tomorrow for City
Councilmen. ASUNM has reserved
the Ballroom in the SUB from 10
a.m. to 2:00 p.m. for the
candidates to distribute literature,
brochures and answer questions.

!-PILMCOLUMN

~

The Semite adopted rite resolutlmtl~l'llllllllimmrs I'll/<'.

til 1117.1

Improving Public Transportation
Environmental Protection

C.~NfERBURY C'HAPliL&

Clean Industry

will be open for prayers on Tuesday, April 30 from 9:00am to 5:00pm. Brief Scripture
reading and a prayer will be done every half hour on this day be students, faculty, staff
and clergy.

Home Rule For Taxation
Binding Arbitration For City Employees
CALL ANYTIMF, HOME PHONE !41-7676
*"0 AZTEC, NE

NEWMAN CENTER

VOTE 12 B

SP,ONSORED 8 Y:
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION, CANTERBURY CHAPEL, LUT/JER HOUSE, NEWMAN CENTER, & TilE UNITED CAMPUS MINISTRIES.
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Michael Minturn
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News Editor
George Johnson
Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend.

Using Two Wrongs
To Make A Right
Early last week the Supreme cOurt declined to rule on
the case of a white Phi Beta Kappa who was declined
admission to the University of Washington Law School,
despite the fact that 35 minority applicants with Lower
GPA's than his were accepted. The white student claimed
his civil rights had been violated.
The Supreme Court was understandably apprehensive
about ruling on the issue of minority and racial group
quotas. When any organization enforces the mandatory
acceptance of certain individuals, at the expense of others,
because of race, creed, color or sex, a complex situation at
once develops. Quality and individualism is slowly eaten
away.
People should be accepted for positions on the basis of
thieir individual qualifications-not because of race, creed,
color or sex. The U.S. Constitution supposedly guarantees
this. Reality does not.
Unfortunately, minority group individuals have been
judged not on their individual merits, but on the basis of
their skin color, race, sex. Minorities have traditionally
suffered this sort of oppression. It is not good, but neither
is the reverse kind of discrimination-the enforced
acceptance of minorities simply because they are
minorities.
However, until people learn to evaluate each other solely
on the basis of individual qualifications, it is perhaps
necessary to institute another form of discrimination to
counter the other.
Hopefully in this case two wrongs will eventually help
make a right, and never again will there be such an
individually demeaning system as quotas.
Scott Eaton

Defending The Dorm Stories:
It'sTheAThursday
News
Event
night meeting between dormitory resident and
assistant deans of housing Mary Morell and Linda Friedman was
originally intended to be an informal session in which residents
on one floor would discuss why their advisor had been fired.
But a lot of residents-about 150-had gripes with Morell and
Friedman. When some of them heard of the meeting they
advertised it and 150 students came to discuss everything from
the Laguna· De Vargas desk to the paving of the grass across from
Hokona hall for recreation fields.
The LOBO has been withholding the name of the advisor who
was fired because she is very upset over the situation. She has
asked us to withhold any mention of her situation-and that's
what we'd like to do.
But h!lr dismissal is an example of mysterious practices in
Morell and Friedman's administration. As long as the events
around her firing continue we have to report them.
And as long as students use her issue to promote other
dormitory grievances her situation will be news.
We urge residents of the halls to remember 1hat an advisor was
fired for what apprently are unjust reasons. But we also urge
them to respect this advisor as a human being and not a news
event: concentrate on the other injustices.
We don't make people into events-circumstances suck them
into the papers. The situation is out of our hands.
We hope the residents of the UNM dormitories will take it into
theirs.

... Head Juror Explains Reasons For Acquittal

~EW ~ORK (';JPI)-A maiori.ty
of J~rors m the M1tch~ll~Stans tr1al
o" at f1rfst favor<;d conv1~t10n o~ the
two ormer N1xon ca~met officers
on so~echarges.but fmally agreed
p, the ev1denc~ failed to prove the
goyernment scase, the forewom.an
Sal d. tt~unday
~
th t after the verdict
acqui
~ng
e wo men..
8
Sybil A. Kucharski, 21, of
·~
>:
~uburban Port Chest~r, N.Y., the
~ JUry ~orewoman, sa1d ~hat ll;fter
~ the JUry st~rted d~hberat10ns
z Thursday evemng the f1~st vote on
,Q three ~harges:-c~nspnacy and
~ obstru~twn of JUsbce-"':as seven
~ for gu1lty,. four for acqtnttal and
one undecided.
.
By Sunday mornmg,. though,
they h!ld all agreed to fmd John
N. Mttchell, for~er attorney
general, and Maurice H. Stans,
fo~mer commerce secretary, not
guilt¥.
. .
M1~ ..Kucharski sa1d that the
eredtb1hty of key government
witnesses Harry L. Sears, a New
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Of The Lobo Staff

'What Does It Take To Get
On Th.e Front Page?'

None of this effort was worth a spot on the
front page of the LOBO. For the last three
weeks, the editors of the LOBO have filled their
front page with minutae, ridiculous stories, and
bulletins from UP I. I realize the death of Georges
Pompidou was an important story. However, it
was more than adequately covered by national
television, radio, daily newspapers, and news
magazines. The LOBO might be better of
concentrating on the kinds of stories it can do
better than Walter Cronkite can-those on the
UNMcampus.
What it does take to get on the front page of
the LOBO is a disgruntled student and his
'strictly ad hoc' group who resent the fact that
they have even been asked to concern themselves
with unimportant matters such as their stake as
citizens in this society. The only thing Anamosa

will fight for is his right to be apathetic-to sit on
his rear end and scream about how terrible this
organization is that is trying to fight back against
the million and one ripoffs committed every day
by giant corporations, government officials, and
other power groups in society.

Frankly, Mr. Anamosa's views don't bother
me. He is entitled to them. What bothers me is
his instant access to the front page of the LOBO,
unavailable to students and faculty members who
have worked for weeks on behalf of New Mexico
PIRG.
Anamosa yells about a 'sham' election.
Obviously, only those students who are
interested will bother to run as candidates.
Several of these candidates ftnply filed because
they saw the PIRG ads running for candidates.
This is about as open a system as has ever been
used on this campus.
The students now working to form PI RG came
up out of the silent majority to try to change the
status quo. Whatever the outcome of their
efforts, they have already learned a great deal
from trying. If the rest of the students on
campus won't give themselves and others a
chance to contribute to society, they deserve
every ripoff committed against them.
Madelyn R. Shulman

Feel Facts About PIRG Were Distorted
Mr. Anamosa's· opinions,
reported in the LOBO's front·page
story last Friday, grossly distort
facts about the PI RG petition
drive and election.
Mr. Anamosa says "Their
approach is to lobby for increased
governmental controls." Actually,
PI R G has no such pol icy or
approach. PI RG is primarily
research-oriented, with students
receiving course credit for
studying problems relating to
students and the community. On
occasion, if research indicates that
such a policy is warranted, PI RG
may lobby for government

control of an undesirable practice. established if a majority agree that
However, it is not a general policy PI RG is a good idea.
that PI RG favors government
Mr. Anamosa has seriously
controls.
distorted
the PI RG. election
NMPIRG has never argued that
"since there are other mandatory process saying, "It's like countries
fees PIRG should be one of where the Party puts up a slate of
them." We have pointed out that approved candidates from which
mandatory fees have already you make your choice." Actually,
established a precedent for the of the 18 candidates who ran in
PIRG funding scheme. But PIRG the election, only 9 had had
fees should not be mandatory anything to do with PIRG. Of
simply because there are other those who were elected, five had
mandatory fees. PI RG fees should worked on PIRG and 6 had never
be mandatory if a majority of had anything to do with PI RG
students vote to establish the before.
Torrey Baird Jr.
PIRG fee. The PIRG fee should

be

say."
Miss K11charski, who was forced
to delay her May 18 marriage
because of the 11-week trail
during which time the panelists
were seq u e s t ere d in a
mid-Manhattan hotel, said the
J·ury debated the charges until
early Saturday afternoon.
Still deadlocked, they then
decided to take up the six perjury
counts against each defendant.
"When we started, in the back
of our minds we all had personal
opinions, but arguing it out we
realized this is not what we were
here to do," the pretty,
dark-haired bank teller said.
"It was because we looked at
the evidence-there were doubts
in our minds: We cannot convict
them on our feelings but on the
case before us, This is the case,
this is the fact, not substantiated
by the evidence."
She said that a total of nine
perjury counts were decided upon

Group ,Centers On Spirit
By JEFFREy' HUDSON

Dear Editor':
I had always thought that the purpose of a
campus newspaper was to serve the students who
support it-not to ignore a major news story on
its doorstep. For the past month, students trying
to start a Public Interest Research Group on
campus have tried by every possible means to
gain the support of a majority of the student
body. They have stood at petition tables for
hours, contacted professors, visited classes, held
press conferences, and spoken to nearly every
social and interest group on campus. As a result
of their efforts, they have almost succeeded.

Jersey Republican fundraiser,
John W. Dean III, former White
Ho 11se counsel, and G, Bradford
Cook, former general counsel to
the Securities and Exchange
Commission, weighed heavily with
the jurors.
"We started talking about the
credibility of the witnesses and
why they were talking now," she
said.
"We had a reasonable doubt
because of these witnesses iind
because we d j dn 't feel the
evidence was substantiated."
Asked iibout Dean's testimony
which he gave after he was
g r a n ted i m m u n it y from
prosecution, she replied: "Not
only Mr. Dean but Mr. Cook and
Mr. Sears admitted perjury. We
took all of this into consideration.
"As for Dean, he admitted guilt
possibly looking for favor."
Asked as to whether the jurors
felt Dean was not a credible
witness, she said: "I'd rather not

I .

A nanda Marga is a socially
oriented spiritual group in
Albuquerque.
Before talking with Acharaya
Ya ti ish v ara nada Avadhuta
(Avadhuta means monk of total
renunciation), or Dadajirespected brother, as he is more
familiarly known, we were told
that he has been in Ananda Marga
for eight years. Before that he had
been an engineer in India. He was
initiated into meditation then
took Acharya training to become
an instructor in meditation.
As sectorial secretary for all of
North America, he spends most of
his time traveling to give
teachings, publicizing and setting
up the social projects of Ananda
Marga (Bliss path).
Or as it was more humbly put:
he travels wherever his master
sends him.
His master is Shrii Shrii
Anandamurti, or as he is more
affectionally known, Baba.
Baba is at this time a political
prisoner in India. Arrested-on six
counts of murder which has since
been reduced to just conspiracy to
incite to murder., he has been
held without bond since
December of 1971.
Baba has been fasting for over a
year in protest. His blood is
almost poisoned and his right leg
and hands are paralysed. Replying
that his ideas are more important
than his body, he will not remit
his fast until his demands are met.
Demands to see his trusted
physician, the release of the other
followers who are also
incarcerated, and the reviewing of
his case.
All this is the outcome of the
social commitment Baba and his
followers have to oppose class and
caste systems. They reflect the
oppression, exploitation and
corruption of officials back on
themselves.
The organization and
philosophy of Ananda Marga are
to change society in a spiritual
way. In India they provide food
and village co-ops, children homes
and schools, defense and disaster
relief. They were the most
prevalent organization in the aid
of Bangia Desh.
Dadaji arrived from the
Sunport at the Ananda Marga
house at 602 Edith S.E. where I
spoke with him. Clad in a bright
ochre turpin and· robe,
bespectacled and bearded, at the
same time jovial and serious,
taking a very few minutes to
peruse mail and newsletters, he sat
down for lunch and answered our
questions.

Asking first if we had been fed
(we had) he told us how the social
structures were breaking down
and the Spiritual Renaissance is
coming to its aid.
Dadaji, an instructor in Tantra
meditation, a meditation to
activate the spirit for clearer social
activity, told us how he could just
go to the houses and eat bananas
and pancakes and be lethargic, but
by keeping strong reins on the
drunken driver of the human
charriot one can do social services,
for in feeding the social life it will
become more productive.
He went on to say that
"Ananda Marga offers meditation
free to everyone, · for everyone
needs meditation. It is not
necessary to pay money. Ananda
Marga offers the meditation
and the use of the guidance free to
everyone.
"Spiritual progress is not a
business, "Dadaji added. "It is a
service. n
"'lbe moral and idealogicalic
principles of Baba are principles
to inspire, to follow for the path
not to be forgotten, for without
them you are broke."
Talking to each person in turn,
looking each in the eyes as if what
he was saying was special for
them, Dadaji told us how we were

each young seedlings, each with
different growth.
This growth in the ideals of
principles such as non-stealing,
non-violence, self·contentment
and yoga positions help to
cultivate all aspects of life, inner
and outer. It helps to expand and
strengthen the mind, and with the
meditation, works to produce a
progress, a motivation to do
services for society.
He found humor in the many
guru freaks America has spawned,
many who just want to space out
and hook on to one of the many
spiritual teachers who have
invaded America. He said a strong
ideology will overcome this,
providing lessons for each mind to
build a strong and intuitive
person.
Dadaji tal ked to us up to the
time he had to meet with
meditators which would take him
up until the time he was to speak
that night. His time, he said, was
for anyone that wanted to see
him.
The Ananda Marga social
services offered in Albuquerque,
besides the resident house at 602
Edith S.E., most widely known is
Baba's Family Store, a health
food store on the corner of
Central and Mesa.

by Saturday evening. On Sunday (perjury count) they were not
morning, the remaining three necessarily innocent on the
perjury co11nts were decided upon others .. , We weighed each count
in the defendants' favor.
separately, one at a time, and we
"We decided that just because didn'tt·ush,"shesaid.
they were innocent on olle
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applications in the Student Aids office,
Mesa Vista Hall, room 1140. 'rhe
award is worth $125, and applications
must be In by May 10.

Salazar, mino~ity
spceialist from the
American Library Association's office
for Library Personnel Resources will be
on the UNM campus Thurs., May 2,
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Learning
Materials Center to talk to nnY person
of a minority b'l"oup who is interested
in pursuing librtirianship.
Marilyn

~eerullment

UNM will again sponsor a summer
session in Me><ico f~om June 17 to Ju.ly
25, in cooperation with the
Uni\rersidad Autonoma de GuadalaJara.
Prof. Richard Barret of the
anthropology department will be the
academic cool'dinator. Interested
students should contact the
Intornational Office, 1717 Roma, N.E.
Interviews will be given,

Applications are now available for
the two annual Grunsfeld Awards for
history majors. Candidates should be
students who will have completed at
least 60 hours by the end of this
semester, and must be graduates of
New Me.xico high schools. Pick up
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ASUNM
-Duplicating Center

Xerox Machine
3c per copy, 10 or over
4c per copy, under 10

Ouplicator or Mimeo
8~
8~

Hours:

x 11, 4 copies for 1c
x 14,3 cop1es for1c

"""----..c

Mon. 9-5 Tues. 9:30-5
Wed. 11:30-1 Thurs. 9:30-5
Fri. 8:30 am-9 am & 11 am-4 pm

APRIL READY MADE/ ~=fED TAG

FRAmE
6001
SALE
1o
OFF
REG. PRICES

THE FINEST IN CUSTOM FRAMING
THOUSANDS OF READY-MADE
FRAMES/PRE_:CUT MATS.{PRINTS
METAL SECTION FRAMES & GLASS

15¢Beer
in Pepino's

Family Roo~
8:00 PM-10:00 PM

Mon.-Tues.-Wed.

i

4310 Central SE
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3008 CENTRAL AVE. S.E.
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87106
ACROSS FROM LOBO THEATRE
PHONE (505) 255-3239
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Cherr.ies Finish on Top

.

By GREGORY LALIRE

spring baseball weather had filed
Executive Sports Editor
out of University Stadium,
Spring football practice has
KEERAN, A SOPHOMORE
been pretty pleasing to first year quatterback from Santa Fe,
head coach Bill Mondt, and the directed the Silver team to a
five week drill season ended very 13·10 halftime lead connecting on
nicely Saturday night with a 8 of 14 passes for 150 yards,
Cherry team on top.
Meanwhile the highly touted
First unit quarterback Steve junior college transfer who was
Myer, who was outplayed by the directing the no. 1 Cherry offense,
Silver's Bob Keeran in the first Myer, hit on but 3 of 11 tosses for
half, ran eight yeards for a 81 yards. He did see quite a few
touchdown on a broken pass play of his passes dropped on him (as
at 8:30 in the third quarter to give was the case last week) including.
the Cherries their first lead of the two that would have been good
game, 16-13, A bad snap ruined for TO's on one series.
the extra point bid, but it didn't
"Keeran didn't surprise me in
matter as the Cherries' no. 2 unit this game, but I've been surprised
defense held off the Silver's no. 2 by his performance over the
offense the rest of the wiw to give spring in general," Mondt said of
the men in red a 23·13 win.
his number two quarterback.
Myer and split end Ken Lege "He's showed us that we have
teamed up on a 29-yard scoring good depth at quarterback."
pass play with 11 seconds left in
The same could be said of
the annual Cherry-Silver game to runningback where three Lobos
CliP off the scoring. By that time
went over the 100 yard rushing
most of the estimated 4,000 mark. Silver fullback Toby
people who showed up in good Parrish, had runs of 56 and 30

.....

..

Sue
Mark Bradford and an offical check to see if a
down has been
made after the Silver team's splitend carne up with one of his three
receptions Saturday night. The Cherries' John Obringer makes the
tackle as Bob Supergan (211 and Gary McAlister (behind official)
look on.

Tracksters Fall
Lobo track coach Hugh
Hackett, went to Provo, Utah
fearing the depth of BYU, and the
Cougars used that depth to swamp
the UNM tracksters, 98·63,
Saturday.
The meet was also scored as a
triangular with Utah State joining
UNM and BYU. The Cougars were
easy winners (106 points),
followed by the Lobos, 65, and
BYU, 28.
Hackett's trackmen were able
to win eight of 10 first places
against BYU with Jay Miller and
the 440 relay team leading the
way. Miller took the steeplechase
with a personal best time of
9:08.8, beating WAC champ Gary
Kramer. Willie Cruz, Chris Glover,
Joseph LaPorte and Walter
J{enderson had the best 440 relay
mark for the Lobos this year,
40.9.
Henderson also won the 100 in
:09.6 though he hurt his leg. in
that event. With jumping leader
Bob Nance back in Albuquerque,
because of a leg injury suffered
two weeks ago, Tom Kent took
over. Kent won the long jump
with a 23-4 and was second in the
triple jump ( 46·11 %).
Melvin Powers had an
outstanding meet for UNM. He
had a career best winning time in
the intermediate hurdles, :51. 9,
and finished' third in the high
hurdles (:14.5) after leading until
he hit the last one, Michael
Solomon captured the 440 in
:47.7 and Ingemar Jernberg won
the pole vault going 16·41h,

The mile relay team of Powers,
Glover, Matt Henry and Solomon
had a winning clocking of 3:17.1.
Miller came right back to finish
second in the mile some 45
minutes after his steeplechase
victory. Blair Johnson took
second in the three mile. In the
javelin, UNM's Garland Prater was
a distant second with a 207-7.
BYU's Bengt Gustafsson hurled it
252·5.
UNM hosts Colorado at
University Stadium this Saturday
and the following weekend hosts
the WAC track and field
championships.

yards in the first half, rambled for
172 yards on 18 cauies.
"I felt 'pretty good out there,"
said Parrish, who didn't look like
a second unit fullback when
bursting through the Cherry
defenses. "When you break a
couple of big ones you know
you're getting a 100 yard day and
you go for 200. I guess I fell a bit
short."
ALSO SHINING FOR the
Silvers was hulfback Kevin
Thompson, who didn't get the big
gainer (his longest run was 15
yards), but still amassed 107 yards
on 16 totes. He got the game's
first score on a 3 yard run at 2:59
in the first quarter. The Cherries'
Chester Goodson, who was
awarded the most improved back·
trophy at _halftime ceremonies,
was the busiest runner getting 132
yards on his 21 carries.
I never know how good I play
out there," Goodson said after the
game. "I didn't even realize I was
carrying the ball that much. But
as a team we made less mistakes:
we weren't beating ourselves."
In the Silver (white) team's
26·7 win over· the Cherry (red)
team the Saturday before in
Clovis, dropping passes was
common and that's what bothered
Mondt most. This past Saturday,
Mondt said "they again dropped
more passes than they should,"
but he added that Lege made
some "fantastic catches" and that
the. receivers ha~ improv~d ."a
thous~nd P.ercent the begmnmg
of sprmg drills.
.
The only other thmg the head
coach saw wrong were the number
of penalties (10 against Silver,
eight against Cherry), especially
procedure (offside, illegal motion)
penalties.
Cherry
SUver
First downs (R)
13
12
First downs (P)
3
6
First downs
1
by penalties
1
Total First downs 17
19
Rushing attempts 54
43
Yards Rushing
376
247
Yards Passing
173
186
Total offense
549
433
Passing
11•21·0
11-22-2
Fumbles-lost
o-o
4·3
Punts-average 4·41. 7
6·35.8
Penalties-yards 8·73
to-62
Return yardage
0
20

until Sept, 14 for that, however,
At that time, the Lobos open the
19 7 4 season against WAC-foe
Colorado State in Albuquerque.
With the aid of Parrish's
55-yard run the Silver team drove
the opening kickoff to the Cherry
one-yard line before losing the
ball on downs. An exchange of
punts got the Cherries bottled in
their own territory. The Silver's
scoring drive began at the Cherry
42 and was completed in seven
plays. Thompson got the TD from
three yards out and Nick Klonis
the point after.
·
Goodson scored 42 seconds
later for the Cherries on a 13 yard
sweep around right end. A
Goodson 53-yard scamper set up
his own score, Bob Berg booted
the eKtra point, In the final
minute of the opening quarter,
the first of two Klonis field goals
gave the Silver squad the lead
again, 10·7. The 38-yard
three-pointer followed Keeran's
Powerful Parrish: Toby Parrish,
silver bullet pass to Guy Juzang,
who led all rushers with 172
good for 44 yards.
yards Saturday night, runs into a
R a n d y R ich h a d an
Cherry tackler.
interception one of two thrown
by Myers, i~ the second quarter,
and Kolonis turned it into a score show concluded when Lege pulled
with 11 27-yard field goal. The
in a TD throw in the waning
Cherries came right back and seconds of the game. Lege led all
drove to the one. After Pete receivers with four catches, good
Robison dropped a Myer's pass in
for 99 yards.
the endzone the number one
offense was pushed back to the 16 silver
3
13
10
0
0
on a penalty. Myer then threw
Cherry
6
7
23
3
7
what again looked like a TD toss
Scoring:
but a wide open Goodson
Silver-Kevin Thompson 3 run (Kionfs
dropped the ball. The Cherries
kick)
had to settle for a 33 yard field
Cherry-chester Goodson 13 run (Berg
goal by Chris Fields.
~~:Jr-FG Ktonfs 38
Myer's winning score on a
S!lver-FG Klonis 27
broken pass play climaxed a 72
g~=~=~~J!·~Y~~ run (kick galled)
yard drive on 13 plays in the third
Cherry-Ken Lege 29 pass from Steve
quarter and the good offensive
Myer (Berg kick)
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... Wildcats.Sweep Series,
·-.-.. Appear To Be In Control
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It appears tl1e Lobo bas~ball
team is going to have to settle
back into the lowly role of spoiler
for the rest of the WAC season.
UNM was knocked off three times
by the nation's no. one team,
Ari:l.ona, getting beat 4·0
Thursday, 4·0 Friday, and 1 7·5
Saturday.
The Lobos are 11ow 3-9 in the
WAC and are mathematically out
of the southern division race.
Leader Arizona is now 1 o- 2 and
are close to sewing it up, Arizona
State having a remote shot.
The first two games were
practically carbon copies of each
other. Three of the four runs in
both games for the Wildcats were
unearned. In Thursday's game,
Dave Breuker struck out eight
Lobos allowing one walk and
seven hits. Breuker now boasts a
13·0 season mark.
Friday's game saw the Lobos
coming up with only five hits off

What Norm Ellenberger
describes as one of the finest
players to come out of our state
!';lark Schimpf (11-0), who struck in several years signed a national
out eight. Ron Adair went the letter of intent with U]I.'M
distance before being hand<.>d his Saturday afternoon.
Norm Cacy, who led the
third loss of the season against
Manzano Monarchs to tlvo
four wins.
Saturday, the Lobos got the straight state basketball
five runs it would have taken to championships, decided to attend
win either of the first two games umr after earlier reports had him
but the Wildcats came up with 17 · leaning in the direction of Kansas
of their own.
State.
Cacy scored 612 points in 28
Five UNM pitchers 'wnt out to
hurl against Arizona with starter games for an average of over 21
Jim Weber absorbing his third loss points. But Cacy's best games
of the season against no_ victories. have come in the pressure
Ron Adair hit a first inning situations.
homer to put UNM in the lead for
His career high carne in this
the first time in the series but the year's state tournament against
· Lobos couldn't hang on.
Hobbs when he scored 41 points,
The top ranked Wildcats are 27 in the second half, to lead the
now 50·4 on the year, a school Monarchs to a 88·78 ,,;n.
record.
Cacy averaged 31.3 points per
The 22-20 Lobos next action tournament game scoring a total
will be Wednesday when they take of 94 points in the toumanumt.
on Adams State in a double
header at Farmington.

Rocks

Authentic Indian
Handmade Jewelry

Pottery
Baskets

Rugs

Zuni & Navajo

ZUNI QUE
324 SAN fELIPE, N.W. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87104
OLD TOWN PLAZA
PHONE 765-1714

"WE WEREN'T quite as
excited as in the Clovis game,"
Mondt said, "but the hitting was
good and both sides tried to win.
Our execution was better and we
showed more offense. It was a
smoother performance than last
week; we ran things with more
precision."
Mandt, who watched most of
the game from the press box, said
the fact the squads showed less
enthusiasm than the Clovis game
was understandable because it was
the first intersquad game.
"They really don't like to fight
each other," the coach continued.
"These guys are anxious to play
somebody else and so am I."
The gridders will have to wait
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UNM STUDENT. FACUL TV. STAFF. DISCOUNT
5' x 10' x 8' $18 from May· 13-Aug. 31
Regularly $12 per month. a $48 value..
Other lockers reg. $9-$55 per month ~off.
Cash in advance for these special prices.

!

4th & Lead SW

Netters Win Twice
The netters closed out road
play for 1974 in Colorado over
the weekend and upped their
season record to 10·8 with wins
over the Air Force, 7·2, and
Colorado, 6·3.
The Lobo tennis team closes
out its season at home with dual
meets against BYU and ASU May
7 and 8, respectively, and then
hosts the WAC championships on
the UNM courts May 10·11.
Against Air Force, only number
one player, Brad Coleman, lost in
singles. It took Peter Arndt, at
number two singles, three sets to

win while Hernando Aguirre,
Lenart Bergvist, Mike Owen, and
Jerry Garver won in straight sets.
Garver·Owen lost at doubles while
the other two UNI\1 teams,
Aguiree-Arndt and
Coleman-Bergvist, triumphed.
In beating Colorado for the
second time this season, two
singles matches and all three
doubles matches went three sets.
The Lobo singles winners were
Coleman, Arndt, Aguirre, and
Owen; the doubles winners were
Arndt-Aguirre and
Coleman-Bergvist.

344-1431

3131 Candelaria NE

Tickets $3 per person
243-5646

Try our family Restaurant
602 Central SW

professiOnal belly
dancers from the
m1ddle easl

Phone 242-0000

2713 Central N.W.

There's no easy way for Charlie Nelson to become Dr. Nelson.
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UtWty QUWt

2300 Central SE
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LUNCH & DINNER SERVED DAILY
featuring Authentic Greek Cuisine
and a complete American Menu
also
Cocktails & Imported Greek Wines,
with Aperitifs

GLASS

15

·

ENTERTAINMENT N/GHTL Y
Monday. Tuesday & Wednesday
Folk Dancing Instructed
6to 9 p.m.

YOU
UNCOLA

=

R~e~S~;g~:~h~;eiT

With .Authentic Boosouki Music and Greek Folk Dances
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GREEK NIGHT CLUB

First United
Methodist Church

YOU LOCK IT-YOU KEEP THE KEY-YOU HAVE 24 HOUR ACCESS
=
: If you're leaving for the summer or just want to store your winter clothes.
g bike. skies, stereo. etc .• take advant.age of this special offer.
::;;
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ZDRBI\~S

7:30pm

.

recent years. Mark Saiers, familiar
to all basketball fans in tht>se parts
also ~ame from the N.E.
Albuquerque schooL Saiers played
his last year fo~ Ul\'M this past
season.
If U1e Lobos won the WAC
,~;th a coach named Norm, how
can t111.•y go \\Tong with a 6-6, 18 0
pound forward named Norm?
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1 Summer Sl:araiJ•

Cacv has been named all-state
and aU-city as well as a high
school All-America.
The Lobos now have two of tlw
six allowed signees. The other
player to sign with UNl\1 is. Ste\·e
Da\•is also out of New Mexico.
Da,;s is a grad of Oovis H.S.
Cacy is the second Manzano
graduate the Lobos ha\·e signed ilt

Virgil Fox
ORGAN CONCERT

8

Sandpaintings
Findings

Lobos Sign Norm Cac\'...

MUSIC
COOKS VILLA
Wintock Santa

Fe

(across from Popejoy Hall)

But there is a way to make il somewhat eas.er.
Our way. The Armed Forces Health Profess1ons
Scholarship Program. It won't soften the demands
of your professors, or those you make upon ~ourself
-but it may free you from those Manc•al problerrs
which, understandably, can put a c"mp m your
concentrahon.
If you quahfy, our scholarship pr_ogram w•ll cov~r
the costs of your med1cal education. More. you II
receive a good monthly allowance all lhrough your
schooling.
But what happens after you graduate?
Then, as a heallh care off1cer in the military
branch of your choice you enter a profess1onal
erwironment that is challenging, Stimulating and
satisfying.
.
An environment which keeps you in contact woth
practically all medical specialties. Which g1ves you
the lime to observe and learn before you dec1de on
your specialty. Which may present the opportunoty
to Irain in that specialty. And to pr<Jc!lce 11.
You may also find some of. the ~ost. advanced
medical ach1evements happenmg r1ght where you
work. like at the Srooke Army Med1cal Center in
San Antonio, Texas, long noted for its Burn Treat·
men! Center. Or the home of Flight Medic1ne, lhe
famed Aerospace Medical Division, also in San

Artcn,.~.

Or the National Naval Medical Cenler in
BethesJa. MJryiJr.d. recognozed worldwode for its
work 1n Medocal ReseJrch.
And 1! y<Ju've read thos far, you may be Interested
in the deta•ls' Jusl send 1r1 lhe coupon and we'll
supply them.
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.ARMED FORCES HEALTH CARE

DEO:CA'f£0 TO t-,A[OICINE AND tHE PtOPLE WHO PRACTICE rf

ol

ASUNM is sponsoring Candidatl!s
Day for City Councilmlln at UNM
tomo:r:row from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
the sua JJallroom,

Ap plica tioos for Vigilantea, the,
aophomore mens honorary, can be
picked up in Dean Gallegos' office in
Mesa Vista Hall.

The fall deadline for the New
Mexico Student Loan is May 15 for the
1974-75 school year. Please apply
early.

ASUNM is sPOnsodng Mayor's
Candidates Day from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
in the SUB Ballroom.

The Folksong Club will present '<l
benl!fit c«;~nce~:t for the Sloop
Clearwater and her fight against
p~;~llution in the SUB Theater from
6:30 to 10 p.m. tomorrow night.
Besides music, a film strip of the sloop
will be shown with narration and songs
by Pete Seeger.

4!
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ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED

Rates: 10¢ per word per day with a prior to insertion of advertisement.
Where: Journalism Building, Room 205,
or by mail
•
per word per day with a 60¢ per day
Classified Advertising
minimum charge for ads published fivc
UNM
P.O.
Box
20
or more consecutive da:ra.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Terms ; Payment must be made in full
$1,00 per day minimum charge, or 6¢

31

PERSONALS

11

RIDE NEEDED: Ml11mi or anywhere
Fla. May 14 approx, 268-5539.
5/3
·--=
JERSEY-BOUND VAN-Gas paying riders
Wllnted. Some luggage space available or
trailer. Contact Randy-277·2771. 4/29
DID ~YOU ATTEND th;);"a;ty at li12 -Va;.
sur SE, Sat. 4/20 7 The white Samo:yed
that was chnincd In frcmt of house was
missing later thnt nitc, If you hnve any
idea ns to what happened to him,
PLEASE call 2GG·2G08. Rewarcl for any
info leading to hifl return. DC!Iperate I
5/2
WOLFGANG JARAMILLO - Enough experience to know, enough youth to un•
derstand. Write·in for Mayor May 7, 5/3
PART-TIME GARDENER- Landscaper,
florist dCfligner, silm painter, sales promoter. 700 San Mateo NE after four,

--·

--------~---6/1

YOU HAVE lovelY eyes, September, to
match your beautiful body.
5/1
WYOU THINK yo~'re p~'cgnant & arc
confused about It, call AGORA 277·
3013 or come by the NW corner of
Mesa Vista. There are many avenues to
explore. Lc~~!'._!lP,I~them_!n.
4/26
DON'T KNOW THE ROPES ON CAM·
PUS? We can helP In finding finance
for schooling, scheduling classes, or ad.
viscment. Project Conscjo-Peer Counsel·
ing, Mesa Vista, Rm 2036, phone 277•

~-

~3

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP'l You
have friends who c:are at Birthright.
2f7·9819.
WRITERS NEEDED: New Mexico Dally
Lobo, API'IIY In person at the Lobo, room
168 of Student Publication•.

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST: t.lnlc Samoyed, threQ-yenl'll·old.
Please call 2GG-2G08. Reward for any info
leading to bla return. Owner delii'Jeratc.
5/2
LOST: Woman's watch between SB & AS
and Education building, Reward. 3f5·
3854.
6/1
FOUND: 2 rings In ladles' lounge, Fine
Arts bldg. April. 22, Claim at 344-6539
after 6:00 pm, Leave your number i£
I'm not ho!Jle.
41,~
LOST DOG I Large Dan<! & Malamute
cross, very friendly I 106 ]lounds, big
white chet. Fawn coloring, no collar.
Contact Nelson Lane, 215 Girard SE
_!lease le~~e me~~sage,_ 2G8·016f.
4/30
LOST-RED PRINT SCARF. VIcinity of
Johnson _Gym, Phone 243-2475.
4/30
FOUND: Fluft'y kitten at comer of Syca•
more &: Tlieras NE, Sunday night,
April 21. 766·5423.
4/29
FOUND: ONE EARRING for pierced ear11
at. Yale a Cornell. ldentl!y and claim in
Journalism Room 206,
FOUND: Coin purse containing ken and
money at Stanford a Silver. Identify a
elafm. rm 205 Journalism.

3)

SERVICES

------

TABOO TATTOO'S latet in Bkirtettc art.
Astrological signs. BcauUful de~~igns a
cotor11. 877·9181. Ray,
li/3

SERVICES

TYPING, revising, edition an<l research;
reasonable rates; U~M experience, 2662114,
6/3
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM carbonribbon. Guaranteed accuracy. Reasonable
rates. 298-7147.
4/30
TYPING ~ Manuscripts, themes, thesl;,
general. GO¢ per page. S~:~ll:y Gossett, 344.
1248.
4/29
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photoe.
Lowest prices In town, fast, pleasing.
Jlicar UNM. Call 265-2444 or come to
\717 Girard N.E.
l.EGAL SERVICES, UNM Law School
Clinical Program ofl'ers legal services
tor students and staft', Furnished by
qunlifled law students under faculty eu·
pervision. Availability limited to those
who~c assets and Income do not exceed
established guidelines. lillt registration
fee, Call 277-2913 or 277-SGOf for In·
formation and appointments. Sponsored
by Associated Students of UNM.
tfn
IM.AGES-PORTRAlT, PASSPORT, ap·
pllcntlon photographs. Close, quick, sane,
2!412-A Central SE. Behind Butterfields.
266.91157.
11/8

4}

FOR RENT

---------

TWO BEDOOM, washer-dryer, uti11tles
paid. No pets, $180 starting May 16,
1974. Two boys or girls, $60 dc!llosit re·
quired. 266_:!322, 218 Ter;r:ncc SE,
G/3
TWO BEDROOM furnished apts, security
bldg., laundry, BBQ'a, 4 blocks from
UNM, The Zodiac, 419 Vassar SE, Man·
~~cr, ~pt. #1~6·6?8,() or 2_~8-3619, G/3
THE CITADEL APARTMENTS - An
npnrtment complex for the young and
the young at heart. Rents start at $130.
Large swimming pool. 1620 University
NE. 243·Zf94.
6/3
SUBJ,ET 1 Uz room adobe neor Old Town.
G/2
$95. 765-1480 after 10:30 pm.
REc'ENTLYRENOVATED near Old
Town. Many unusual fenturea, $160
month Includes utilities. 345-49G2,
5/2
SUBLEASE-2-bedr~; lurnlllhed quiet
ant. MnY 18-August 26. Campus 1·
block. 247-8716.
6/1
TWO It THREE bdrm bouses. Near UNM
& downtown. 242-'1814,
6/3
ONE, TWO & THREE room efflelenelcs
furnished. Near downtown a UNM. 242·
78lf.
li/8
LEASE FOR SUMMER SEMESTER. LU•
«!aya HoWle A pt. Lead It Maple from
tfn
$116/mo. 843·'1632 and 266-9693.
fiOSQUE PLAZA APARTMENTS. Adobe
Styl~l a 2 Bds. Furn. A UnfiJm.•
Utllltle~ lneluded. Pool, Rllll barbeque,
large baltonle~, sauna, ref. air. 10 min.
from UNM. Waterbede permitted. From
StliO.OO. 8201 Marquette NE-2t!8·tiO'll.
Student& 11 profe~~~~ors weJeome I II
WANT TO PAMPER YOURSELF? The
Columbian East and West Apartmenta
were designed with tbe 11tudent in mind.
Truly morlern conveniences: heated 1lOOI,
rec. room, barbeques. Only 2 blocks from
UNM J 1 a 2 bedrooms available NOW.
Resl!rVe an apartment l!arly for tbe summer, no li!B!!e reauil'l!d J Come by or caD
Mike or Scott, 209 Columbia SE Apt. #6.
268-8934, 268·1006.
4/30

FOR RENT

UOOMS FOR RENT during summer on
campus, 247..0055 ufter 5:00 pm, , 5tl

51

FOR SALE

BICYCLES, Lowest prices on finest quality
Eqropean makes; afternoons, 843-9378.
5/3
S~A~V---E_G_A_S_!_H--=-O~N-=D-A-4-:-:5-:0-cc-S::-c-r-amblcr

1972, 7000 mi., excellent shape, 266-4636,
$750.
5/3
SPA MEMBERSHIP (year) $8.25/mo. $2G
transfer fcc. Evenings, 299-7873.
5/3
1964 4-Cylinder Jeep step-van stove, sink,
counter, shelves, not running. Need!> new
engine, 3G miles from Albuquerque, $75.
Call Mandy, 281-3404, evenings.
4/29
1966 VW BUS. Built-in bed, $999. 265-7140
after 5 pm.
4/30
~.------'
AKC REGISTERED LABRADOR. RE·
TRIEVER Puppies, For hunting, show
or pets. 842-5482, 242-1620.
5/2
11)67 JAGUAR. 3.4 Sedan. Must sell for
5/2
best offer. 266·1435,

--

5 or more consecutive insertions
with no copy changes,
6c per word per day
60c per day minimum charge
Terms

Cash in advance

UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

There will be a gubernatorial
symposium today in the Kiva at 7:30.
Speakers will include Walker Bruce,
Drew Cloud, James Hughes, Bobby
Mayfield and Boston Witt. The
symposium is sponsored by Delta
Sigma Pi. Everyone is invited.

TURQUOISE & DIAMONDS set in gold.
Unusual engagement and wedding rings.
5/8
Charl:y Romero. 268-3896..
BACKPACKERS - come inspect New
Mexico's most complete selection of
equipment at Back Country Sports, 2f21
San Pedro NE. 266-8113.
6/3
DICYCLES, BICYCLES. 3, 6 & 10 speeds,
from $79.95. Stop by & look at our new
Japanese Takaras. THE BIKE SHOP,
823 Yale SE, 842·9100.
tfn

'61 RAMBLER, new clutch, call after 4.
265·6383,
4/30
KAWASKI 350 AR7, 19'10. EKccJJcnt condi.
tion, only 6,000 miles. Phone 293-0722.
4/29

SUMMER JOBS. How would :you like to
earn $2448 this aummer? Arc you tired (Jf
the "run-of-the-mill" type jobs '1 How
woultl you like to work in a dift'erent
part of the country this summer? Call
for Varsity Engle, 266·7909.
4/29

1969 CHEVELLE SS, 396 Hurst 4-speed,
new tires, ET mags and more, S9GO or
best offer. 801 Yale NE, 247·0065. 4/29

APPLICATIONS NOW being accepted for
1974·75 Junior or Senior UNM student
to work as llUmmer orientation advisor.
June 10-July 16, Pay great, call 277·3730
or stop by Mesa Vista Hall 1056. 6/2

Heed a Ride?
Use Lobo want ads to find
a ride or riders home this
summer.

§'

NORWEGIAN ELK HOUND Puppy, AKC,
shot.~. x-rays, champion line. Terma-766-5809.
4/29

6)

STEREO SPEAKERS, 3-way speaker aystem, 24" x 16" walnut finish cabinet. 12"
Woofer. 5" Midrange, 3"Tweeter, crossover. Full warranty. Value $299 demon·
atrator models only $79.60 per pair. Call
766-1903.
fi/3
DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE, built In
button holer, blind heamer, mono~rra11111,
sews on buttons, etc. $19,96, United
Freight Sales, 3920 San Mateo NE, open
seven da)'s a week.
tf'n
11162 CHEVROLET TRUCK. good condl·
tion, good tires, radio, heater, 212 Mesa
SE.
4/21
CLOSE·OUT ON CONSOLE and Com~
ponent Stereos. Some slightly damaged,
prices reduced Up to 60 per cent. United
Freight Sale~~, 3920 San Mat.oo NE, open
seven da)'a a week.
tf'n

=:

An informational meeting on t:::'
international scholarships will be held ~
at the International Center May 2 at 4 '<
p.m. Information on Fulbright, British ~
and German Marshall Grants, Rhodes
Scholarships, OAS Grants and others 0
will be presented.
~

WE HAVE NITE STANDS from $19,
headboards from $15, mirrora from $15
plus assorted mattresses. chetlts, dressers,
etc, United Freight Sales, 3920 San
Mateo NE, open seven days a week, tfn

EMPLOYMENT

DAY CAMP COUNSELORS needed. Men
and Women. Call YMCA, 247-8841. 5/3

• • ""-•

z

PHILHARMONIC T440 or NIKKO 2020
AM-FM multiplex receiver, Garrard full
size turnt&ble with cueing device with
Shure mag cartridge, optional 2 matched
large 12x24 walnut finish cabinets with
12" woofers, 5" midrange, 3" tweeters,
Value $549-cash $245 or terms. Call
House of Sounds, Inc., 1621 4th NW. 7651903.
6/3

8-TRACK-FM stereo cardeek. w/c:xtras,
RT-10201, pioneer open reel 2 months
old, w/qu~c!_!J~~b~e~, 294-~~38~-~
WHILE THEY LAST. Back Issues ot the
Daily Lobo are eold for 10¢ each in Student Publications JJusinC!la Office room
205, Joumallem Bulldln.r.
FEMALE IRISH SETTER, 2-:yrs.-old,
4/29
AKC registered, $30. 292-1863.

New Mexico
Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising Rates
1Oc per word, $1.00 minimum charge

FOR SALE

Elections to fill vacancies< t>n • the' ,1-Qj
Women's Center Coordinating Comm. ~
will be held at the Women's Center ID
today through May 2 from 8 a.m. to 5 ~lXI
p,m, All women are eligible to vote.
~
There will be a seminar on o::;
free~chools sponsored by the Women's
Center and the UNM Childcare Co·oP ~
tomorrown from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in X
Room 231-E of the SUB.
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ASUNM·GSA poetry series will
present Gary Storm reading his poetry
in the Honors Center in Zimmerman
Lib~:ary, Wed,, May 1, at 8 p.m. No
charge and all arc invited.
The GSA Council will meet tonight
at 7 p.m. in the SUB.
A banquet honoring 100 women in
athletics at UNM will be
held Thurs., May 2, at the Hilton Inn,
sponsored by the UNM Mortar Board
and the Lobo Boosterettes, Cocktails
at 6:15, dinner at 7 p.m. and the
program at 8 p.m. Students-$5.
Others-$7. 50.
intcrc~;~]]cgiatc

From June 17 to July 25, UNM will
sponsor a summer session in MadJ:id,
Spain. All applicants will be
interviewed, For more information,
contact the Office of International
Programs and Services on the UNM
campus.

APPLICATIONS NOW being taken for a
receptionist. Apply in person-Lol·la•Jia•
Joo-za Hair Design, 1123 Central NE, 6/1
YOUNG LADY to do llousework and help
in orRanie gardening and raising ftower11.
265-2416.
4/30

7 I MISCELLANEOUS
THUNDERDIRD MAGAZINE- All con·
trlbutions not u11ed In the last issUe can
be Pit'kcd up in Rm 205 Journalism. Ap·
pllcatlons for next yeara 11taff are being
taken. The final i88ue of tbe Thunderbird
will be distributed during cl011cd and final
Wel!k!l tn the sun. Library and Rm 205
J ournallsm.

Your toughest professor Just cough! yo11
In his bedroom wilh his daughter.
He's qradinq your finest i!Xam rlqhl now.
Cood tude.

Last Lobo fssue
Friday, May 3

Get it on!

DOM~O'B

2108CENTRAL S.E./247-4414

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
•.

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Qaily lobo
times beginning
. . , under the heading (circle one): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Service; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;

7. Miscellaneous.

